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Impressions leave traces

Inspired by the beautiful things of the world, we create your kitchen living space.
Individual, unique and impressive.

Our kitchens swing they flirt with you, they make you forget the usual daily life.

How does it work? By traditional joiner craft, led by our hand. By creativity, that show our craft the way,
out of the love for our work.



Mine and unique - the world of kitchens as indivdual as you

Are you a hunter or a collector? Survivor or pragmatist?
Every human being needs living space where he can fulfil himself. If you reject prefabricated 
forms for your life, then you are at he right place with us.
We produce high quality kitchens according to your expectations. The great variety of
combination possibilities knows no bounds. the high-grade equipment, five years warranty for 
all furniture and the ergonomic height grid are just some of the features that shall show you
what we mean by quality. Who ever wore a suit made to measure will never again reach
for ready-made clothing

KITCHEN MADE WITH GERMAN TECHNOLOGY - Welcome to your new center
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trend - line

Forms and dynamics - nature teaches us to arrange life

For individualists and urban - people: TREND-LINE.
a kitchen conception with clear and timeless styling. Well thought - out functionality
and sophisticated design start a passionate relationship.
Clear, reduces forms and plain flow of the lines give him the striking features.

TREND - LINE /



Vigo / Nova color
VI1151 / NO963

The refined mixture of horizontally decor texture 
brown arizona oak diamond greyand plan front
confers the up-to-date clear styling on this planning.



Vigo VI1733

Canadian maple combined with a few streamlined wall units
with aluminum glass frame, this gorgeous kitchen with an
island design features has a clean look and contemporary space
for all your needs. Open space and a palette of neutrals here
create a bright contemporary kitchen for a family..



1 I Vigo VI3332 / Finca FI1424

Wood grain material gives you a cozy feeling,
which is popularly used in many countries.
You’ll notice the elegant of the and

        with refined detailing throughout the design, 
customizable to your tastes with contemporary tones.

dark nebraska oak
fineline cream

2 I

The perfect canvas for creating a dream kitchen, autograph
       can be whatever style you want – from crisp and efficient to 

warm and welcoming. With the choose of
gives a warm accent, make a statement for the versatility
of melamine in multiple colors.

Vigo VI1113

brown kansas oak

1 I 2 I 2 I



Vigo VI3702

This kitchen confidently draws all eyes to itself with the color 
a high degree of functionality.

The design of this kitchen also impresses with an innovative
architecture that stages rooms in a new modern way.
It emphasizes its passion for the exceptional and the
extravagant. With the melamine material, this kitchen
cabinet is long service and has good performance
in moisture proof.

tobacco pacific walnut



The stunning modern design with timeless elegance is
given in these kitchen. The wood grain

is always in trend fashion.
The simplicity of the island design provides freedom to
create your own kitchen style with colors and accessories,

       and the modern timber effect units hide clever storage 
spaces to keep your worktops clear of clutter.
You will surely be comfortable and cozy when using this
modern kitchen cabinet design of this kitchen gives you.

Vigo VI3395

natural corbridge oak



Finca / Nova color
FI1401 / NO702

Is white too bright in your kitchen? This modern kitchen design
combines with natural finishes and clean colors. 

with is creating an elegant look.
Wood grain cabinetry here offers the perfect tone to warm things up, 
conveying a feeling of equanimity.
Kitchen, dining area and living room are combined in one beautifully
unified space and spatial atmosphere is created with the harmonious
interplay of material and color, light and transparency.

Cascina pine cashmere grey



Finca FI3012 / Nova color NO114

In the latest kitchen cabinet design, the mixture of materials
is popular nowadays. The wood grain combined
with cabinet appears the
kitchen modern and tidy.
It creates a fascinating color feature which impresses with
the feel of the material but also with the attention to detail.

Coco bolo
brilliant yellow



Finca FI999 / FI3309

Modern kitchen design black and oak in perfect sense and
isn't just a trend, but a living philosophy.

stand for authenticity and elementary values.
They combine original charm and technical perfection
This supremely practical design keeps everything within reach,
thanks to the choice of hidden storage options as well as
a central island for dining featuring and a plenty of
preparation space.

Black wood grain



Finca FI1424

Unmistakably modern and marked with clean lines, it's the
perfect complement to modern and transitional living spaces.
Kitchen users have not only a large working area in preparing
food and cleaning dishes, but they can also easily interact with
people in the kitchen.
The wood grain is classical, eternal, high end
and can be served for a long time.
Its a kind of kitchen designs can be modern minimalist style
like the Italian kitchens.

fineline cream



Finca FI3154 / Nova high gloss NO100

The cleverness on this kitchen design ensuring the combination
between  wood grain finish and 

a clean run of units and a simple style that will
continue to be on trend.
The touch of glamour with a glossy finish gives this kitchen you 
a smooth design. A perfect base for any interior design,
it keeps simple to your personalize kitchen.

dark brown charleston oak
white high gloss



NO963

A combination in the island base unit and design element
set the tone of this kitchen. The kitchen receives
her straight, modern general, impression by cheeks and
timeless design.
The functional working island with cooking area invites to
sit down and try out.

dark grey



Nova color NO1000

Melamine is particle but fashionable, therefore, many customers
will choose it for the kitchen cabinet design.
This kitchen is designed to represent the highest standard of
modern kitchen style. With the surface you can
have the best of kitchen art ware. Including the basic function
of long service, this I-shape kitchen also has good performance
In water and scratch proof. If you enjoy the color white,
this one is a good choice.

white matt color



Nova color NO788

Island kitchens work particularly well for homeowners with a
large sized kitchen space. They may also incorporate a
kitchen bar, which can be extremely useful for entertainment.
The using of this is easy to clean, which
fits the crowd of people who like bright color and mature 
and stable people. It is also friendly to the big family
and social activity.



We are showing many possible designs of surface colors,
they presents a strong feeling of softness and elegance while
with combination other color or wood grain evenly balanced
the whole design appearance. Chic and interesting.
It will be fun to cook here.

red

1 I Nova color No321 / Nova color NO1000

1 I

3 I
2 I

3 I

2 I Nova color NO321 / Nova color NO999

3 I Nova color No321 / Vigo VI1733

4 I Nova color No321 / Nova color NO1000



Timeless and discovery - adapted exactly to the requirements

Your daily actions are simplified thanks to various small but well-thought out details. Let the new possibilities for designing
the kitchen of your imagination surprise you. We bring comfort to the kitchen.
Ideas that get things moving.  Whether gloss or matt finishes, whether with a subtle, more discrete colour scheme, 
the timeless prime-line fitted kitchen shows off its untiring charm with any combination effects.
Here the human being is at the center and everything is tailored to his comfort.

PRIME - LINE /



The ..............................................

Nova high gloss
NOH100

A homely atmosphere is the result of an interchange with open spaces and
brilliant surfaces.
We are in a position to design dream kitchens, which can be whatever style
you want – from crisp and efficient to warm and welcoming. 
Handleless style alter the look of a modern kitchen completely,
which is chosen from a wide range of options.
With an isolate island, this contemporary kitchen can make the best use of
the space. Cabinets can be customized and can be used in a number of
ways and adapted to suit individual requirements.
Customer who would like to hold parties and invite friends is perfectly
recommended this kitchen.

white high gloss



1 I

This kitchen is not so big but with reasonable layout.
Custom kitchen cabinets on either side maximize the storage space.

is striking enough to bring focus to the kitchen,
which make the kitchen appears passionate.

Nova high gloss NOH999

high gloss black

2 I Nova high gloss NOH100 / Finca FI3309

Our designer gives you in this kitchen stunning modern design
with timeless elegance. The wood grain and

are the fashion in 20th century.
The simplicity of the plain front design provides freedom to create
your own kitchen style with colors and accessories. The modern

       timber effect units open clever spaces to keep the design 
clear of clutter.

sand gladstone oak
white high gloss

2 I1 I



1 I

With an appropriate design, the u-shape kitchen can be small
but complete. All indispensable appliances perform their duties well in
this design. We are devoted to kitchen design both of aesthetic
and practice. Not only looks fashionable, but brings considerable
storage space. The surface is lightly enables
people to do cleaning easily.

Nova high gloss NOH963

anthracite high gloss

2 I Nova high gloss NOH100 / Finca FI3012

The exciting combination of wood grain and
        finishes is made even more potent by the small 
       I-shaped configured.

coco bolo
white high gloss

1 I 2 I



1 I

The cabinets is eye-catching and easily arousing
your emotion. Concealed type handles keep the whole kitchen
appearance tidy and clean. The central island is a key piece for the
whole kitchen. The island can be used to put some pretty plants,

       also offers more storage for the space. 

Nova high gloss NOH107

red high gloss

2 I Nova high gloss NOH103

This kitchen in a soft and tasty presents
a strong feeling of softness and elegance .
Customers can choose their kitchen very modern and concise,
choosing only one shade.

high gloss cappuccino

1 I



Finca high gloss /
Nova high gloss
FIH9112 / NOH101

A striking, on-trend kitchen combining contemporary design with textured
wooden grain and color.

The surface is in good polish and smooth touch with abrasion and corrosion
resistance. It is easy to maintain and convenient to process.
It is the substitute of crystal.

cognac cream high glosshigh gloss



1 I

The vertical wood grain surface makes the kitchen
appear unique and modern and spatial a atmosphere is created
with the harmonious interplay of material and color .
Free standing island, large kitchen or pantry can not only make
full use of the every space but also can be served as a simple
dining area. The cabinets are compelling with their delicately surface.

Finca high gloss FIH6100 / Nova high gloss NOH100

kampala oak

2 I Finca high gloss FIH6100

1 I2 I



1 I

1 I

The wood grain is a custom product
essential. It is perfect for organizing smaller things and
bigger things that go in the drawer.
The wall units provide plenty of light for
people which like to work in the right glamorous kitchen.

Finca high gloss FIH9130 / Nova high gloss NOH100

slate oak high gloss

white high gloss

2 I

This kitchen cabinet of modern design is balanced,
inviting and naturally beautiful. A welcome look with

in standard overlay.
An unpretentious color pleasing,
while the understated island surprises.

Finca high gloss FIH9122

satin wood grain high gloss



Ferro / Nova color
FE186 / NO786

For a premium kitchen choice for a modern design, stone
effect kitchen cabinets are popular with its simple design and infinite 
possibilities. A clean and fuss-free frame is one of the creative ways to
escapee the classic and a bit boring arrangement of lower and upper
layers of kitchen cabinetry. With a underline the niche.

boston concrete

grey color



1 I

Combining with melamine decor and ,
       different materials ensure that modern kitchens never seem 

boring and always take a visual step into the future.
Beyond that, you don’t need to worry about heavy works of
kitchen cleaning.

Ferro FE302 / Nova high gloss NOH100

copper white high gloss

2 I

The  effect fronts have the typical properties of 
original concrete: Impact resistant, scratch resistant, resistant
to chemicals and heat resistant. Thus, this kitchen can be compared
to a real concrete, but has the advantage of being available in all

       individual sizes and special constructions and of being affordable. 

concrete chicago

Ferro FE187



Ferro FE121 / Nova high gloss NOH100

The surface is given its characteristic appearance
by the emphasis of a modern design but personal look,

       a  finish in a palette of neutral shades creates a classy 
kitchen in homes of any era. Styled it up with a lot of feature units

anthracite metal rock

white gloss



Protection and expanse - the world gives us space to think

For those people who are searching for cosiness: ART - LINE
Country house charm, classical  or modern art  flow this lines. ART - Line is the answer for all, who want a kitchen that
radiates cosiness and warmth.
Affectionately designed details, profiled decorative grooves and especially chosen material make our style and 
elegant experience of living.

ART - LINE / elegance knows no time



Oxford
OX811

Oxford is the new generation of the modern classic.
Clear front doors, combined with playful pilaster
and cornice joined to a harmonious unity.



1 I Craftily perfect and in love with details:
Beautiful forms and planned in country style.

2 I Spacious and space saving at the same time.
Build-in appliances in ergonomic height.

3 I Just well-rounded: functional block with practical
pull-outs, integrated cooking place and matching
chimney hood stylish design in perfect’s form.



Burgund
BU81

Model Burgund is a special country house kitchen radiates
cosy warmth. The frame doors of solid confer
the very special country charm on this kitchen.

maple wood



Faceted glass doors and the lovingly planned transitions
and nice cornice underline the stylish character.



Pasadena
PA511

Nostalgic charm and the warm character of are straight
in this country style kitchen and have been converted convincingly.
Different pastel tones and wood imitations for the individual design
are at your disposal

pastel tones



Nostalgic kitchen buffet. Extravagantly lined with pilasters
and cornice. The ideal kitchen assistant for the preparing
and cooking of your favorite recipes.



Copper stone
CO210

An amazing visual and textural experience by this physic - defying
stone kitchen project. Creating a feel of weightlessness by a
visual illusion of suspended main block of the kitchen island.
The design idea entwines the shimmering surfaces of the
real stone veneer.multi copper



1 I

2 I

Copper stone CO201

This harmonious dialog between the materials
gives a unique character to the design

creation in addition to the breathtaking riches of textural
impact when real materials are used.

sliver shine gold

2 I

Copper stone CO205

A tendency we have observed on the world’s design scene
and brought to your attention in this mineral natural
copper stone trend.



Pearl stone
PE302

Giving the kitchen a central role of the spatial arrangement and
connecting it with the rest of the social areas means that its design
is essential for the final composition. This kitchen with her 
natural is aesthetics and stylish as look are tied up
with the rest of the design composition as stylistics.

green pearl stone



Outlook of the interior design, the designers’ choices and general
situation are a bit more complicated because the kitchen must be
not only stylish and artistic, it needs comfortable movement and work,
to be suitable and material-proofed for great variety of delicate activities.
So, contemporary kitchen design ideas and materials must
combine stylish aesthetics with durable and functional finishes 
and material choices.



Galaxy stone
GA905

Using luxurious materials combinations of ,
the designers creating well-balanced kitchen’s,
where aesthetic and functional parameters blend in harmony to
compose an atmosphere of convivial comfort.

multi grey stone



1 I

2 I

Galaxy stone GA908

This harmonious dialog between the materials
gives a unique character to the design

creation in addition to the breathtaking riches of textural
impact when real materials are used.

sliver shine gold

Galaxy stone GA900

Facing the challenge of modern lifestyle, which requires
the kitchens to be simultaneously, functional workhorses
and stylish entertaining hubs into time spirit with an artistic
and unique solution for both needs. The alternation of
materials and the interplay of natural stone as shows with

sophisticated the kitchen design.california stone gold

1 I

2 I



Organic and functional - life is a perfect system

Everything you don’t see at first is mostly what attracts your attention after all. The heart of every high-quality kitchen
is the technical building up. If you look behind the facades of our kitchens, you will see why our kitchens are companions
of generations. It’s the technique. Refined lighting system confer a unique shine on the kitchen, high-quality, 
robust metal fittings, adapted grids for the fitting and rebuilding of every division for drawers and pull-outs allow us
to dance to every rhythm of life.



Variety of front doors

VI 1113 VI 3332 VI 1151 VI 3398 VI 3702

VI 3860 VI 1733 VI 3396

VI 3303 FI 3012 FI 3154 FI 3453 FI 999FI 3309

FI 1424 FI 1401 FI 3451

Vigo
A fascinating mixture of decor’s
gives the special character.
The door front is made with decorative paper which
entirely of recycled material - a sustainable,
environmentally conscious decision.

Finca
Thanks to technological advancements with the excellent
wood character has become a finish that offers a wide 
variety of options and can even be a nice alternative to the
wood veneer. Its a touch of real wood.



Variety of front doors

NOH 105 NOH 110 NOH 107 NOH 108 NOH 006

NOH 100 NOH 101

NOH 103NO 727 NO 788 NO 963 NO 321NO 702

NO 999 NO 1000 NO 156

Nova color
Its neutrality allows many combinations and can be used in
many different applications. A velvety warm feel with 
smooth touch matt look, is obtained on each color with a
robust surface. The availability of these color tones in a
wide variety of surfaces makes possibly strengthens the
neutral character with a velvety feel.
A matching combinations with exciting textural contrasts.

Nova high gloss
It is usual for modern kitchens to be more attractive not only
are they pretty and clean, but they sure are shiny.
Available in a wide array of colors, allowing you to create a
kitchen that suits your style and home.
We have a kitchen color you'll love.



Variety of front doors

FIH 9112 FIH 9121 FIH 9141 FIH 6120 FIH 6100

FIH 9160 FIH 9122 FIH 9112

FIH 9130 FE 187 FE 302 FE 121FE 186

FE 501 FE 786

Finca high gloss
High gloss finish characterized wood decor 
with a surface smooth and shiny, almost like glass.
The surfaces is an ecological multi-layered decorative panel,
with the highest scratch and heat resistance on the market.
It also has the highest gloss level in the industry
with a mirror like reflection.

Ferro
The program Ferro will impressed your kitchen by these fronts
with their ultra-realistic stone, ceramic and metal finishes. 
Ultra-tough and easy to clean, laminates are characteristic
of top of the range, creative, modern interiors.
They provide your home with a more comfortable and
cosy environment, transmit a warm sensation and what it is
even better is they can be placed virtually anywhere.



Variety of front doors

BU 820 BU 653 PA 101 PA 758BU 101

OX 857 OX 811

Oxford, Burgund, Pasadena
Our styles range from traditional, classic to country kitchen
designs. This kind of kitchens is made of solid wood, which
gives you a kind of luxurious. A house is not a home without
a kitchen that you love. We offer a color tones in a 
wide variety and we are pride ourselves on matching
customers with their dream kitchen from our inspiring range.

Copper, Pearl, Galaxy
The program with natural materials like concrete, granite, stone
and glamorous metal accents from brass and copper are often
part of the designers’ selection for the kitchen assembly.
Let’s explore the depth of the natural and mineral trend in
materials and finishes.

PA 820



GNGEA 380 SCC 2242 BHD 152 SHD 156 SHB 126

GFFO 1101 GHD 010 GHD 020 GHD 126

FW 3510 FW 390 FW 3414SCA 319

FWA 1281 FWA 1102

In addition to knobs and handles,
there are many handles systems,
which are supplied analogously
to the cabinet widths.
More choice of handles and
knobs available.

DH 300

SCA 077

SCA 358

Sc1630 SC 299



Drawers variation
The choice is yours.
Color options for drawers and pull-outs
leaves you personal taste.
As desired pull-outs we offer additional features
in glass design.

Orga - Line
It’s all a question of organization

Everything at its place. But you choose where, with flexible module cutlery trays you 
create your own order.
Order is duty.
With a huge range of demanding accessories we keep the overall view the essential
things, also in questions of details and with quick access makes our cutlery trays a
practical kitchen assistant.

Orga-Line provides stylish, practical organization in pull-outs too. Whether bottle
holder with removable stainless steel drip trays, saucepan divider with separate rich
for lids, adjustable and removable plate holder or flexible provisions organizer.
There are countless variations to choose from.
Versatile, stylish details that are a pleasure to behold and use.



Light conceptions

LED light finds its way into the modern kitchen.
Whether as a used under the work top
or under the wall cabinet. With dimming function
brings a lot of light for a pleasantly warm light into
the atmosphere.
Modern kitchen architecture wouldn’t be possible
without professional lighting.
LED light is the mood maker and gives life to
your kitchen..



Solutions for stowing space
Dare a view behind the scenes.
The real value of your kitchen lays in the individual stowing space
solutions. These bring ergonomic order to the kitchen and make
living and working in your kitchen extraordinary pleasant.
Combinations desired! In tall units, base units or wall units
your idea know no limits. Create your comfortable harmony of
functionality and aesthetic.



Quality

Our furniture parts and material
have been inspected after security
of operating comfort, loading capacity
and possible pollution level.

Notes

We grant a five years guarantee
on functionality and processing
quality for all furniture parts
made by ourselves.

Sometimes you don’t notice the quality of a kitchen and the professional planning
before seeing the details. The use of exclusively high-quality material, a fully
developed long - lived technique and perfect processing distinguishes our kitchens.
The kitchen is one of your centers of living and life. Plan sometimes special in
your kitchen, challenge us. We are able to realize nearly every special request.
Take your time and check, so that take pleasure in your kitchen for long time.

We are able to realize every special
request. Plan something special to
your kitchen! Challenge us and speak
with us.


